
Intention Setting Worksheet

Instructions: Take a moment to reflect on your intentions for the coming period. Set aside any 
distractions and answer the following questions thoughtfully. 

1. Reflecting on the past week/month, what are some achievements or moments you're 
proud of?

2. What are three areas of your life where you'd like to focus your energy and attention?

3. Describe how you want to feel in these areas by the end of the next week/month.

Name:

Age:             Sex:



4. What are three specific actions or steps you can take to move closer to these desired 
feelings?

5. Imagine yourself at the end of the week/month having accomplished your intentions. 
What does that look and feel like?

Remember, setting intentions is about clarity, commitment, and taking action. Take the time to 
revisit this worksheet regularly to track your progress and adjust your intentions as needed.


	undefined: Completed a challenging project at work, maintained a regular exercise routine, spentquality time with family and friends
	undefined_2: Career advancement

Health and fitness

Enhancing personal relationships
	undefined_3: Career advancement: Confident, accomplished, and recognized for contributions.

Health and fitness: Energized, strong, and healthy.

Enhancing personal relationships: Connected, appreciated, and loved.
	undefined_4: Career advancement: Schedule a meeting with manager to discuss goals and progress,seek feedback on performance, and enroll in professional development courses.Health and fitness: Commit to exercising at least three times a week, meal prep healthylunches for work, and track progress using a fitness app.Enhancing personal relationships: Plan a weekly date night with partner, schedule regular phone calls with long-distance friends, and express gratitude to loved ones throughhandwritten notes or messages.
	undefined_5: I am celebrating with colleagues after receiving positive feedback from my manager onmy performance. I feel proud of my accomplishments and excited for future opportunities.I am also enjoying a hike with friends, feeling strong and healthy, and cherishing momentswith loved ones, feeling deeply connected and grateful for their presence in my life.
	Name: 
	Name.0: Anna King
	Name.1: 33
	Name.2: Female



